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Wenham's study on the Book of Leviticus is a contribution to The New
International Commentary on the Old Testament. Like its companion series on
the New Testament, this commentary devotes considerable care to ahieving a
balance between technical information and homiletic-devotional interpretation.
THE BEAUTY OF THE PAST WITH CLARITY FOR TODAY The most modern
translation produced in the King James tradition in over thirty years, the MEV
wonderfully communicates God's Word in a way that is accurate, clear, and easy
to read and understand. Bound in a beautiful soft-touch cover, this Bible features
page edges that are gilded in a rich gold foil and includes a satin ribbon marker to
make daily reading easier. The MEV Thinline features a presentation page to
commemorate special occasions and makes gift-giving meaningful and lasting.
Experience the truth of God's Word anew, and enjoy the beauty and richness of
the Modern English Version for years to come! FEATURES: This Thinline
Reference Bible is easy to read, small, lightweight, and perfect for Bible study,
reading, and devotions. Beautiful and easy to carry, it is ideal for use at home or
at church and includes study tools such as: Cross-references Concordance
Words of Jesus in red Four-color maps
The book highlights the state of research in plant genetics and breeding and the
results and applications of biotechnology procedures: i.e. achievements and
perspectives of molecular biology and genetic engineering in the improvement of
quantitative, qualitative and nutritional characters of crops, including their
resistance to pests and diseases and their adaptation to different ecosystems.
The book is divided into seven chapters. The first six are focused on the research
aimed at improvement of resistance to Fungi, Bacteria, Nematode, Virus and
Insect, and improvement of Quality. The latter was assigned two keynote
lectures, respectively on agro-food quality and on quality of wood plants. Each
chapter begins with a keynote paper. The seventh chapter includes the special
lectures which opened and closed the Congress.
The CSB Giant Print Reference Bible features giant, easy-to-read 13.25-point
type in a convenient trim size that is perfect for devotional reading, personal
study, or use at church. The giant-print type also makes this Bible an ideal choice
for ministry and preaching. Features include: Smyth-sewn binding, Presentation
page, Two-column text, End-of-paragraph cross-references, Topical
subheadings, Words of Christ in red, 13-point type, Concordance, Full-color
maps, and more. The CSB Giant Print Reference Bible features the highly
readable, highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible (CSB). The CSB
stays as literal as possible to the Bible's original meaning without sacrificing
clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming message and
to share it with others.
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Destined to incite deeper biblical study into timed prophecy, this book unfolds the
reason why the sixth millennium of heaven's longest RclockS is about to end.
From secular, natural and biblical history, Dr. Fowler persuasively argues that a
momentous transition in time is about to occur. (Biblical Studies)
I, David, was in the world without knowing about the salvation that God gives in
the forgiveness of sins. In Brawley C.A. with the prayers of a Christian group, I
received the Lord Jesus as my only savior asking for God’s forgiveness I
became a Christian since January of 2005. Just a couple days after I accepted
our Lord Jesus as my only savior, I was walking at the north-west side of Brawley
which is Westmorland C.A. I was alone facing the sky and talking to the Lord
Jesus, at that night I have a spiritual experience, the Holy Spirit came on me, and
as I overjoyed of his grace facing the sky I feel his voice (with no sound) together
with the bits of my heart saying; “comeback” I heard it four times, and as I tried
to speak not understanding what really was meaning, the holy spirit leaded me to
the ground that I couldn’t move and the grace of the Lord was stronger over me,
I was feeling his voice (with no sound) together with the bits of my heart saying
the same words another four times; “come back” and as I could I responded Him
that I will, at that very moment all of it disappear like if it was slowly dissolving
from me. I admit that I did not understand what the Lord Jesus Christ was
meaning to tell me, but I must say that from that very moment my life drastically
changed, I was not a biblical reader, reading or writing was not my ability, but I
became one as I learned to be a true Christian, but still did not understood the
true meaning of God’s words, and years came to pass, the world was not the
same to me, it became worst, but I grew in the faith stronger and stronger. In
November of 2008 I moved from Richmond V.A. to Raleigh N.C. after many days
I met a Christian family, I was in love with them but I knew that I couldn’t stay
longer for I’d have more enemies than friends, something difficult to explain but
easy to understand, at that time I was down in faith and losing hope before I met
them, now they are an important part in my life even though I couldn’t tell them
how much I loved them I know they will know this someday, while I was with
them in their church they convinced me to be baptized in order to completely be
in God’s word and in his love! In the name of the Lord it was done, just before I
leave Raleigh N.C. and I leave with no chance to say goodbye but I am thankful
to them. As years came to pass I found my purpose, as a believer I’d have pass
so many test in the word of God, I believed in a glorious day, and I have forgotten
my enemies and asking for the forgiveness of my God, everywhere I go I carry on
this purpose, I genteelly fight against the unbelievers with the sword of God, and I
defeated them with the only purpose to lead them to see the truth, but the
message is not about my life at all, just let you know that I am here for you. I’ve
lost most of me and so many doors were closed to me by carry on my testimony
that God gave me to give to his holy church, I’ve being test by the Lord’s will,
but because everything is ready, this is my testimony that I must finish in the
name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth; “three days and one night” amen! Dedicated
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to my holy family in Jesus Christ, from Abraham to everyone in this last days, be
blessed and the grace of the Lord be with you all, this is my only wish, and as
peter say, “Silver or gold I do not have, but what I do have I give you”.
Very simple text describes how God created the stars, sun, animals, man, and trees.
For too long, too many people have told us too many ways in which we should worship God.
God, Himself, told us how to worship Him, and that’s all we need to know. This book will not
give you any answers but should raise many questions, for which you need to ask God to get
the answers. My goal is that when you have finished this book, you will feel very uncomfortable
with what you have been told to believe. I believe we are living in prophetic times, and this
book is a wake-up call.
This book is about how the living soul can attain eternal peace and hence eternal life as a
living soul would yield it when abiding in the Lord Jesus Christ. Tapping the Lords Prayer as
the authorized spiritual vehicle to communicate with God, this book attests that the name of the
Lord Jesus Christ is the foundation, the seal of salvation, and the bearing point to overcome
the world. By showing the intrinsic relationship of the invisible with the manifested world, the
heavenly and the earthly, this book lucidly defines why the soul should glorify God as an end to
lifes purpose while seeking righteousness and fulfilling the commandments. By presenting
ground breaking revelations about the spiritual realm and hence the living God through the
spiritual compass, this book would help the reader to discern wisdom about how to worship the
Lord in truth and spirit to see the glimpse of eternal life and enjoy eternal peace, not as the
world offers it but as the Lord Jesus confers it on the living soul.
Professor Carmichael here proposes a convincing solution to a perplexing problem in biblical
studies--the order and arrangement of the Deuteronomic laws. He shows that Deuteronomy is
not a haphazard collection of fragments, but rather a carefully constructed, coherent literary
work with a definite purpose. Through his analysis, many of the peculiar features of the code
are made intelligible, for example, the relationship between the laws and earlier stories, sagas,
and historical narratives. Opening up a new approach to the interpretation of the laws, this
book makes an important contribution to the understanding of biblical material.
What you are about to read, in short, is a book that will shed the light of truth on things kept in
the dark by the silly beliefs, stubbornness of man and the deceptions of Satan. You will be
brought into the light and you will see things as to the way they TRULY are. This book will
expose the TRUTH that has been covered up for centuries by the many inconsistent ramblings
of organized religion. The author of this book was taught by NO MAN! The truth is simple when
led by the Holy Spirit. You will see conformation of Almighty God leading the author. Anyone
can write a book and say anything they wish, and anyone can claim that Almighty God led
them. But this book has something they don't have! In this book you will read of "DIVINE
EXTRAORDINARY SYNCHRONIZATION" from Almighty God leading the author. The TRUTH
has now been exposed. Come on in and receive it!
The New Believer's Bible commentary is an easy to read study guide designed for people who
did not grow up in the church and the people who minister to them. It provides the background
information needed to fully understand scripture, and emphasizes what this means in a
person's life. In Genesis -Deuteronomy the sacrifices, feasts and laws are explained in a way
that makes them easy to understand. Older Christians may enjoy this too, as it is a comfortable
reminder of why you believe and a chance to revisit old friends. The book shows people in a
very human light that one can relate to and identify with, helping us to understand how we
should and should not behave, and what faith truly is.

This is a prose English and very literal translation of the first five books of the Old
Testament (The Torah). Aramaic was the language of Jesus and of 1st century Israel.
The Peshitta Bible is the world's first entire Christian Bible. The Peshitta Old Testament
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is itself a translation of the Hebrew Bible completed in the 1st century AD, according to
the available evidence. No Peshitta scholar places the Peshitta OT later than the 2nd
century AD. As such, it gives an early look at the state of the Hebrew Bible at that time,
since Aramaic and Hebrew are sister Semitic languages and about as close to each
other as any two languages can be, sharing the same alphabet, writing, grammar,
much vocabulary and even similar pronunciation of many words. Some of the original
Old Testament is Aramaic, such as Daniel chapters 2 through 7 inclusive, and Ezra 4
through much of 7. It even appears in a verse of Genesis 31 and one verse in Jeremiah
10:11. 228 pages, hardback.
Werner Adrian takes you on a most unique journey through the Bible, one in which you
will discover numeric figures within the Scriptures that contain hidden names and coded
messages that reveal astounding truths about Christ and His connection to every book
of the Bible. Prepare to be enlightened, inspired, and comforted as you encounter new
evidence that God's Word was prepared not by man but by God Himself Show Less
Observations of the sun, moon, planets, and stars played a central role in ancient Maya
lifeways, as they do today among contemporary Maya who maintain the traditional
ways. This pathfinding book reconstructs ancient Maya astronomy and cosmology
through the astronomical information encoded in Precolumbian Maya art and confirmed
by the current practices of living Maya peoples. Susan Milbrath opens the book with a
discussion of modern Maya beliefs about astronomy, along with essential information
on naked-eye observation. She devotes subsequent chapters to Precolumbian
astronomical imagery, which she traces back through time, starting from the Colonial
and Postclassic eras. She delves into many aspects of the Maya astronomical images,
including the major astronomical gods and their associated glyphs, astronomical
almanacs in the Maya codices [painted books], and changes in the imagery of the
heavens over time. This investigation yields new data and a new synthesis of
information about the specific astronomical events and cycles recorded in Maya art and
architecture. Indeed, it constitutes the first major study of the relationship between art
and astronomy in ancient Maya culture.
Daniel W. Cobb, a farmer and small slaveholder from Virginia's rural tidewater, was
unhappily married, resentful of his prosperous in-laws, and terribly lonely. His closest
friend was the diary he kept for more than thirty momentous years in American history,
from 1842 until his death at age sixty-one in 1872. The devout, plainspoken Cobb wrote
in a conversational style, candidly recording his innermost thoughts. His diary's intimate
account of a troubled marriage provides a painfully frank chronicle of incompatibility.
The diary also illuminates the momentous impact of the Civil War and emancipation.
Offering many insights into the oral culture from which he sprang, Cobb's Ordeal
reveals the great differences that separate his world from our own.
Chapters on developmentally appropriate practice; anti-bias education; God and
Spirituality; Torah; Israel; Hebrew; each of the Jewish holidays; secular holidays;
storytelling; music; life cycles; clergy and other important people; infants and toddlers;
non-Jewish teachers; interfaith families; keeping kosher at school; and more.
In September 2002 she married the man of her dreams. In June 2005 they purchased
their home in paradise. It was the perfect love nest, the kind of home most people can
only dream about. Their private get-a-way was nestled in 5.75 acres of plush exotic
land, with a towering forest of landscape and natural habitat, overlooking several creeks
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and streams with breath taking sunset views from every angle. It was secretly hidden
from the world, a place where deer's and rabbits seek refuge; where the falcons soared
and roamed freely without fear of discovery. It was the summer of their lives, with a
newly built wrap-around deck that lit up the night. They were the envy of all their friends
and neighbors. Until one day the perfect dream they once shared came crashing down
around them! Their once perfect marriage would be put to the test. Voluntary humility is
an honor and privilege best served with a willing, sincere and open heart. To be
humbled by God, is an indescribable devastation of heartache and pain for which they
would soon discover. September 2009 the flood they once mocked and avoided two
years prior, returns with a wicked vengeance, only this time it would take most of the
city and their home in paradise with it! Being homeless with only the clothes on their
backs, they did not sin nor did they charge God with wrong. They were hard-pressed on
every side, but not crushed; perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not forsaken;
struck down, but not destroyed. In this faith based book, Bernita Weston shares with
the world how they were able to turn their tragedy into triumph. Find out, How to Count
it ALL Joy, When Faced with Insurmountable Circumstances!

A Divinely Inspired Exhaustive Study Unveiling the Entire Book of Revelation.
Rev. Rose was given a dream of the rapture after the first of the recent 4 blood
moons, in 2014. Receiving many visions to follow, she was inspired to share
what God was telling her about the Book of Revelation, and the soon return of
the Bridegroom, Jesus Christ. It is the full explanation of the Book of Revelation.
In this book, Rev. Rose shares what God has told her of Jesus coming, her
visions, what is expected of his Bride, and God’s true worship days. She adds
some of her personal theories of prophetic timing she has come to know.
Table of Contents Genesis Part 1- The Book of Beginnings - Creation to Noah's
Flood Genesis Part 2 - Noah to Abraham Genesis Part 3- Jacob to Joseph
Exodus Part 1- The Book of Deliverance - From Egypt to the Wilderness Exodus
Part 2- Tabernacle Completion - The Ten Commandments The Book of LeviticusThe Book of Atonement, Worship and Sacrifice - The Handbook of the Priests
Numbers Part 1- Israel In the Wilderness - Sinai to the Jordon Numbers Part 2More Israel In the Wilderness - Sinai to the Jordon The Book of DeuteronomyThe Second Law - Ready for the Promised Land Epilog to the Torah: The Books
of Moses Jews, Christians and Passover - Jews, Christians and Tabernacles Introduction to the Feast of Tabernacles - Feast of Tabernacles in the Old
Testament - New Testament Application of the Feast of Tabernacles. Judaism
the Foundation of Christianity The Feast of Pentecost Overview of Old Testament
References to Christ God's Plan for Israel Changed?- The Spiritual Israel of the
Kingdom of God The Ten Commandments and More What the Old Testament
Means to Us Today The name of this book is The Books of Moses and More -A
Christian Perspective. The books of Moses are the first five books of the Jewish
and Christian. They are Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and Deuteronomy.
In the Hebrew Bible they are collectively known as the "Torah." The Torah books
have been collectively defined as books of "instruction or teaching," which is the
literal interpretation of "Torah." However the Torah has been collectively referred
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to as "The Law" or "The Law of Moses." In Greek, those first five books are
known as the Pentateuch. In the Septuagint Greek version of the Old Testament
Bible (LXX) they are called "Law" after the Greek word nomos. Disregarding the
arguments that Moses was not the author of these books (the general consensus
is that he is the author) the Books present a record of the greatest manifestation
of God on the earth before Christ. The acts, ways and personality of God are
portrayed no better than in these books. They highlights His personality are: His
love, kindness, mercy, flexibility, jealous anger and the fact that He will stop at
nothing until He has a people for His own possession. The books in Moses
portray a meek and humble man called to a task greater than himself. God called
him the most humble man on the face of the earth. Moses, according to the
record, spoke face to face with God. This is the most unique example of God
moving through a frail human vessel (excluding Christ). In return for his courage
and humility God performed great and wonderful acts through him. God did not
move sovereignly but through this man. This is always, to the present day, the
way God moves. "Surely the Lord GOD does nothing Unless He reveals His
secret counsel To His servants the prophets" (Amos 3:7). Moses knew the Lord.
He knew both His acts and His ways, which set him apart from the peoples he
served. "He made known His ways to Moses, His acts [not His ways] to the sons
of Israel" (Psalm 103:7). Consider the acts done by God through Moses. He
delivered a nation of hundreds of thousands of people from the most powerful
nation on the earth at the time (Egypt). At the same time God judged the gods of
Egypt so that Egypt as a nation never returned to its former glory. He established
arguably the greatest form of government known at the time. It was the first, and
only, workable theocracy, governed by one God. Moses stood between God and
the people. Many times God, in His jealous anger, meant to destroy the entire
nation. However, time after time, Moses changed His mind. In the book of
Genesis the lineage of the nation of Israel (and eventually Christ), is followed
from Abraham, to Isaac and finally J
Make Your Study Personal and Your Devotions Serious. You study the Bible to
connect with God's heart. The NLT Study Bible gives you the tools you need to
enter the world of the Bible so you can do just that. Including over 25,000 study
notes plus profiles, charts, maps, timelines, book and section introductions, and
approximately 300 theme notes, the NLT Study Bible will make your study
personal and your devotions serious. This new large print edition features a
generous 10-point font. The New Living Translation breathes life into even the
most difficult-to-understand Bible passages, changing lives as the words speak
directly to their hearts.
Worship services in Christian houses today are centered on their beliefs
concerning the timing of Christ's crucifixion and resurrection. Are these church
calendars mathematically sound? Join new author Carol Marie as she conducts a
mathematical analysis of the New Testament writings to determine when and
how Christ fulfilled the scriptures, an understanding of which can only be attained
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by solving the mathematical word problems recorded in the Bible. The Law
Fulfilled develops the Hebrew calendar for the year in which Christ died and was
raised from the dead and highlights the significance of celebrating God's
appointed feasts in the New Testament church. Others have published work
pertaining to the dates of the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ but their
math contradicts the scripture leaving several verses unexplained e.g. Matt.
12:40; Mark 15:1; Luke 22:78, 1314; and John 18:28. The analysis executed in
The Law Fulfilled is not only thorough in defining and computing the
mathematical word problems that identify these important dates in the life of
Christ, but unlike other works, its accuracy is validated by the prophetic calendar
itself which is expounded in the Holy Bible.
newly revealed Code numbers from the Bible, with a vision of the start Time,the
Eclipse of 1999 and a few years of proving, let us synchonise the date's of
intervension, now we can show these dates in advance for 2006, with Gods
blessing.
The 7 Days of CreationMultnomah Books
Herein this book is great works found within the highest power of thoughts shared from
a young writer by the name of Borges C. Pasteur. In this book you will find so many
things that point to the existences of God, through faith, facts, nature, scriptures,
science history and thoughts that before was not heard of, until the making of this book
came to be. The goal of these great texts is to give one the greater understandings of
the world, space, time and the ordinance that God the Creator left for us to enjoy in the
righteous manner and so much more, in which one can come to believe in the Creator
of the heaven and the earth. Also you will find quotes from great people like Jesus
Christ the LORD of lords, Albert Einstein, Sr. Isaac Newton, Noah who build the ark and
what God shared with him, Dr. King, a wonderful person I know and so many more to
broaden your mind, to find and to look beyond religion and see that God lives on. That
the entire human race exists for this Greater purpose of God. But we must first live this
life the here and now, before understanding beyond what we can see, that is eternity, to
one day have it in come our grips by being worthy of it. We must first love the little
things and understand them. So we can know what we are here for and have to fulfill
before we can understand the greater things of God that would blow our minds, if we
were to see them and know them now. Just for what you are going to read in this book
it will bring a great amount of understanding to your mind. Things like, the purpose for
the sand of the sea, what causes the ocean tides to divided, the reason we see the
rainbow in the sky today, what science cannot fully explain but only found within the
Holy bible, the meaning of the word Bible, the things our founding Fathers new about
our great country. You will know some of these insights just from reading what God
allowed me to find and explain in this book, it will bring you more and greater
understanding and broaden your thoughts to think highly on a normal bases. You will
love what comes to mind, so enjoy what I now understand, in which many of the brilliant
mind of the past understood.
‘Growing in Godliness: Journeying with Christ’ is an inspirational book that will help
Christians, as well as anyone else, to know Jesus Christ more and establish a personal
relationship with Him. This book hopes to help people understand how to grow in
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godliness and help them in their everyday lives with Christ. This book contains
situations from my life and how I was (and still am) able to overcome them with God
holding my hand throughout life’s journeys and storms. I pray this book inspires you! I
know how difficult it can be walking this journey, it is a narrow path, it can be hard but
let’s concentrate on the end result, it leads to life (Matthew 7:13). Things (as in
ungodliness, addictions, struggles etc.) may seem hard to stop or get out of, even
impossible, but once the Holy Spirit comes upon you, the things of the world you used
to love, you will love no more! But we must repent and trust in Jesus Christ! Ask God
for His wonderful spirit to live and dwell inside of you. I pray for us all that we will
become who God created us to be, to please Him, as we go through life with Him.
Ask. Seek. Knock. Receive. Find. Open. "For everyone who asks, receives. Everyone
who seeks, finds. And to everyone who knocks, the door will be opened." --Matthew 7:8
Explore the Scriptures with almost 50 of today's top evangelical scholars, including
Daniel Block, Barry Beitzel, Tremper Longman, John N. Oswalt, Grant R. Osborne,
Norman Ericson, and many more. Every feature in the NLT Study Bible has been
created to do more than just impart information. Ask questions, and the NLT Study
Bible gives you both the words and the world of the Bible. Seek deeper understanding,
and find the meaning and significance of Scripture, not just facts. Knock on the door of
God's Word, and see what doors are opened to you. The New Living Translation makes
the message clear. The features of the NLT Study Bible bring the world of the Bible to
life so that the meaning and significance of its message shine through. "I
enthusiastically recommend the NLT Study Bible for all of my students and to family
and friends." --Dr. William H. Marty, ThD, Professor of Bible, Moody Bible Institute
Features from nearly 50 of today's most trusted Bible teachers include: 300+ theme
articles identify and explore the major topics and ideas of the Bible. 25,000+ study and
textual notes provide background and deeper explanations of words, phrases, verses,
and sections. 85 introductory articles set the stage for the Old and New Testament and
each major Bible section, book, and time period, including the intertestamental period,
the time after the apostles, and a harmony of the Gospels. Each book introduction
covers background materials including authorship, setting, meaning and message of
the book, an outline, recommended resources and more. 220+ charts, illustrations,
maps, and timelines organize and illuminate important information. 200 Greek and
Hebrew word studies trace the use of important words throughout the Bible. 90+
profiles paint portraits of major figures in the Bible--good and bad. 50,000+ crossreferences connect related verses. Words of Christ in red.
The birth of Christ of the Seed of David had to be fulfilled first, to establish the
scriptures pertaining to the house of David. The promise son of David, King of Israel is
written in such away that will give the reader an over all view of the scriptures. As this
time period in history unfolds through out this book will show the 70 weeks of Daniel,
the first three Feast of Israel fulfilled and the kingdom of God when Christ the Seed of
David came. Even to the fullness of the Gentiles be come in at the fulfillment of the
everlasting kingdom. May this teaching study give you more insight understanding what
the promise son of David, King of Israel, came to do. Don V. Goodson Jr. Don V.
Goodson Jr. born in Kansas City, Kansas 1952, being raised up in church, his mother
Florence M. Goodson raised five children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. In
1967, his family visited Pilgrim Temple church in Oakland, Ca. Where Don felt the
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presence of the Lord there. On their way back to Kansas, he wanted to some day
return. In 1969, at age17, Don had a wonderful experience of knowing the Lord Jesus
Christ as his personal saviour. Two days later, lift home and flew on an airplane back to
Pilgrim Temple church, where he received the Holy Spirit and a good foundation
principles and teachings. After six years, moved to Little Rock, Ark where he met his
wife, Jo Ann at First Gospel church, they married in 1976. As one of the faithful
ministers of 32 years, supporting the church and their pastor. Don and his wife now live
in Benton, Ark where he is ministering, teaching and writing.
THE PROPHET: Volume I is the first book of what will be a trilogy of primary source
writings pertaining to God written by Michael Backhaus. In the study of history as an
academic discipline, a primary source is an artifact, document, diary, manuscript,
autobiography, recording, or any other source of information that was created at the
time under study. It serves as an original source of information about the topic.
A lariat rope is a useful and necessary tool in a cowboys life. A cowboy who learns to
use it with precision and skill can accomplish much both on the ranch and in the arena.
Gods Word is also a necessary and useful tool for building a relationship with God. By
learning to use it and apply it to your life, you can receive the full and abundant life God
has promised. Anyone can own a rope. Likewise, anyone can own a Bible. However,
only those that take the time to learn the ropes will truly benefit from it. By learning
Gods Word you can become all that he has created you to be. Start Learning the
Ropes today! But dont just listen to Gods word. You must do what it says. Otherwise,
you are only fooling yourselves. James 1:22, NLT
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